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A personal initiatory
process of awakening
within
sacred space, in
%
community.
Installation of shamanic
lineage rites of
passage.
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Cultivate and grow
mythic archetypal
essence from ancestral
shamanic traditions,
planted as fertile seeds
into the ground of your
being.

Live in the heart of your true
power and purpose.
%

Shamanic Apprenticeship Series 2013-2014
Medicine Wheel - Mesa Initiation & Training))
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A series of six intensive three-day weekends are held approximately five to eight weeks apart.
Suggested dates may change to allow all interested participants to attend:
1st Circle Miami, Florida suggested start date Sept 13-15 or Sept 27-29th.
11th Circle Madison, WI Nov 8-10th. Fee: $255 each weekend.
1. Answering your spiritual calling. Introduction to shamanic cosmology and practice, meditation, fire
ceremony, awakening the spirit of your inner shaman, play and discovery.
2. South, Amaru serpent initiation of the earth and body. Shed what no longer serves you. The lower world,
“Ukupacha” the unconscious. Build a foundation in your mesa and spiritual path. First transmission of
shamanic karpays. Beginning healing practices.
3. West, Jaguar initiation of the water and emotions, death and rebirth. ?5)+",7)6%;"7*"+% "+40#5-:#% 0)18$%"%
:1"4#%',%50#%K'881#%/)+18%)+%LM"-:"40"N%).%4),$4')*$%">"+#,#$$=%9>"O#,',7%+'5#$=
4. North, Hummingbird, Sura Kintay, Fire, Spirit, Ancestors, Stepping into timelessness. Wisdom resonates
from within and can be consciously transmitted through sacred exchanges with the earth.
Pampamesayok shamanic lineage rites.
5. East, Condor, Eagle, Wind, Mind, P)22*,'4"5'),% ",8% :#+4#:5'),% Q#5>##,% >)+18$% 4"++'#$% -)*+% G'$'),<)
9:*40',%'$%50#%>',7#8%"+40#5-:#%).%50#%LR","S:"40"N%50#%T::#+%/)+18%8)2"',%).%$*:#+4),$4')*$,#$$=%H*11%
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6. Center, rainbow-bridge of unity and innocence. Bringing all the directions into harmony. Beginning
advanced training for healing.
* Three additional classes are offered for those who wish to deepen their understanding of shamanic
healing practices using their mesa, to receive further lineage rites and a certificate of completion.
* Ninth annual Pilgrimage to Peru in ceremony with the shamans July 1-15, 2014.
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